2022 Staff Conference
Sessions & Workshops
40 Years of Leadership and Connection

General Sessions
• State of the Market for Recruitment and Retention of Pool Staff
• Leadership: Three Perspectives (three different 30-minute talks)

Concurrent Sessions
• Serving Small Cities
• Pooling Academy, a Training, Onboarding, and Upskilling Solution for Your Pool
• Cyber Security Solutions
• Cyber Security Funding Information Session
• Addressing Local Government Civility Issues
• When the Pendulum Swings – Preparing for the Inevitable Return of a Soft Market
• A Town’s Crisis and Recovery: Case Study of Resilience
• Analysis of High Severity Claims
• Law Enforcement Leadership
• Risk Reduction through Development of a Safety Coordinator Program
• TMLIRP Vincible Program: Law Enforcement Culture, Safety and Wellbeing
• Reducing Workers’ Comp Claims Costs and Getting Staff Back to Work
• Pharmacy Spending
• Medical Stop Loss Captives
• PTSD Presumption, Claims, and Solutions
• Reaching Agreement Between Law Enforcement and Community Stakeholders
• Mental Health for Pool Employees
• Underwriting of Cyber Risk
• A Multi-Disciplinary Approach to Underwriting Law Enforcement Liability
• Accurate Property Valuation
• State of the Market for Recruitment and Retention of Pool Staff
• Popcorn Session/Show & Tell that could include any of these or others:
  o Florida’s Safety Excellence Initiative
  o TMLIRP’s R.O.A.D. Ready program
  o Maine’s Workers Compensation Safety Incentive Program
  o Georgia’s Crisis Management Program

Workshops
• New Staff Orientation
• Data Analytics & Reporting Training